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Key features 

 Ergonomic mouse

High quality

 Perforated sides of the device, 

additionally coated with a special 

paint, ensure a safe and 

comfortable grip of the mouse

 Interface: USB

 1200 DPI optical sensor

 Color versions:

- black matt

- dark gray metallic

MODECOM MC-M4.1 is a convenient and universal computer mouse. The design of the mouse is based on
the popular MODECOM MC-M4 mouse. This wired optical mouse offers great ergonomics for working on
a computer. Thanks to its USB interface and a wide range of supported operating systems, it can be used
practically with any computer available on the market. At the same time, the installation of the device is
very simple: all you have to do is connect mouse to one of the free USB ports, without the need to install
additional drivers or software. The device is available in two color versions: black and dark gray (metallic).
The MODECOM MC-M4.1 model has been improved compared to its predecessor by using better
materials and implementing the latest technological solutions. MODECOM MC-M4.1 will be a perfect
solution for those who are looking for ergonomic and high quality mouse, especially when spending a lot
of hours working on a computer.
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Computer mouse for office and home

MODECOM MC-M4.1

Comfortable in use

MC-M4.1 mouse has been designed in a
way to ensure the comfort of working on a
computer for many hours.

High quality
The mouse is made of high quality materials,
ensuring long life of the device. The technological
solutions also ensures maximum comfort of use.

Perforated sides

Perforated sides of the device,
additionally coated with a special
paint, ensure a safe and
comfortable grip of the mouse



Technical specifications
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MODECOM MC-M4.1

Model
MODECOM MC-M4.1

Dimensions: 102 × 60 × 41 mm

Interface: USB

Sensor: Optical

DPI: 1200

Operating systems:  Windows, Linux 
Color versions:
- black matt

- dark gray metallic



6Key logistic information
MODECOM MC-MC4.1

Manufacturer
MODECOM POLSKA Sp. z o.o.
ul. Puławska 145
02-715 Warszawa
www.modecom.eu

KOD: M-MC-00M4.1-100
EAN: 5901885248868 
KOD: M-MC-00M4.1-100-OEM
EAN: 5901885248882
KOD: M-MC-00M4.1-710
EAN: 5901885248875

Number of sets in the collective package : 40

Weight of package brutto 4,54 kg

Dimension of package 45 x 42,50 x 20,50 cm
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